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The WCABA has been meeting (post pandemic) in person at the Georgetown
Public Library and as a result of what we learned about “virtual meetings” we
now understand what a value they can be. Therefore, we will continue to
schedule a Zoom meeting in conjunction with our regular meeting. We would
certainly enjoy your presence at the next meeting on June 28 (fourth Tuesday),
but if you can’t, then tune in to the broadcast virtually via “Zoom” software.
If you are planning to join from an iPhone or iPad, be sure to download this
application first: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zoom-cloud-meetings/id546505307
We look forward to seeing you there Tuesday night @ 7PM!
GT Library - Hewlett Rm– 402 W 8th Street Georgetown 78626
Topic: WCABA Member Meeting (and Beekeeping 101)
Time: This is a recurring meeting Meet anytime
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82475068933?pwd=aHRiRjc3bS9kYXJGS2g5THVpOEx2UT09

Meeting ID: 824 7506 8933.

Passcode: 909659

Topic: Beekeeping 201 Meeting (concurrently)
Time: This is a recurring meeting Meet anytime
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87955290212?pwd=um3aiOl_DwRfV3qFBq27VsmtAKX7pB.1

Meeting ID: 879 5529 0212. Passcode: 445876
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kbqsU74Syk

PROGRAM:
Beekeeping 101 Speaker: Phil Ainslie
The Hive in Summer
Phil will cover Texas summer impact on the colony,
including causes of slow growth, managing space,
excluders or not, removing supers, extraction and more.
Beekeeping 201 Speaker: Randy Oakley
Summer Varroa Mite / Virus Management –
Phil Ainslie - Beekeeping 101
A Critical Key to Sustainable Beekeeping
Randy, back by popular demand, will focus on the
critical need, to help our bees in the summer, cope with
exponentially exploding Varroa Mite populations in their
hives. How do we quantify the mite population? What
cultural and chemical controls are effective? Based on
years of practical experience, Randy will present recommendations, for successfully combating the life threatening consequences that Varroa Mites and the Viruses Randy Oakley - Beekeeping 201
they vector pose to our bees.
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Beekeeping 101:

Bee Biology, presented by Phil Ainslie

Beekeeping 101 is an excellent monthly series of foundational information that
will help beginning beekeepers get off to a good start and also in the future to
understand what is going on in the hive. There will be time to answer
questions. This presentation will be available live by Zoom.
Phil became interested in beekeeping in college while taking an entomology
class. He actually started beekeeping as a retirement hobby. He is now into his
10th+ year of beekeeping. He says he is till beekeeping and still learning.

Beekeeping 201: Summer Varroa Mite/Virus Managementby Randy Oakley
Randy has been practicing the art of beekeeping for over 40 years. Three
generations of the Oakley Family currently help-out in the family bee business
producing local bees and beehive products as well as teaching others
sustainable methods of beekeeping for Central Texas. They manage 200 plus
beehives along the I35 corridor between Round Rock and Waco. More
information about their bees, beekeeper training and beehive products can be
found at www.OakleyFamilyApiaries.com
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WCABA HONEY QUEEN SEARCH
The Williamson County Area Beekeepers Association (WCABA) is seeking a qualified
young lady as candidate to serve as WCABA Honey Queen to represent our club in events
locally and in state level functions.
She would be qualified on age based on state and national level competition criteria.
Some experience with bees or a general knowledge of insects (entomology) may prove
helpful, but desire, attitude, and a willingness to be involved and learn is more important.
If you are that person, or know of someone who might be, please contact WCABA through
our website, wcaba.org - contact us. You will get a reply.
What do Honey Queens do (as opposed to Queen Bees)?
The local, state, or national Honey Queen (or Princess) acts as a representative or
spokesperson for Beekeeping and/or the Honey Bee Industry. Knowledge of bees or of hive
products can be learned to make you a better, more effective spokesperson, but again, a good
attitude and willing to learn assures you will be a great representative.
Local Honey Queens speak at schools educating young people about bees and their
importance to industry, agriculture, and the food supply. She may represent the club at local
fairs and festivals and even parades. The use of honey in cooking demonstrations is a natural
extension of that teaching mission.
The rewards to the Honey Queen are broadening her experiences, learning or improving
public speaking skills, travel, and scholarship.
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The Heat is On …
a note from your President

As we begin to count the days since we last saw any rain, our bees start
to venture out to areas in search of water for their hive. Many reliable
sources have probably dried up by now and if you have a pool near your
apiary, the bees may have discovered a really cool drinking hole.
Unfortunately, this isn’t the best option if you want to use your pool to
swim in. While it’s neat to see the path that the bees take from the pool,
having bees designate your pool as their watering hole, is not ideal.

Shannon Montez - President

Biologists believe that bees probably find most of their water by scent
rather than sight, so a water source with a smell will be more attractive.
Bees found their water
Water that smells like wet earth, moss, aquatic plants, worms,
decomposition, or even chlorine, has a better chance of attracting a bee than sparkling water
straight from the tap. Smelly or slimy water sources also contain a wide range of nutrients as
well. Bees get most of their nutrients from nectar and pollen, but some water sources are rich in
vitamins and micronutrients that help boost honey bee nutrition.
There are many options that you can use to create as a source of water for your bees. A
birdbath is an example of a great option for a bee waterer. Marbles or stones help
give the bees a landing pad. Chicken waterers have also been used as they hold
large amounts of water. Just as good is a bucket of water with “bee rafts.”;
something that floats like corks, sticks, sponges, or packing peanuts. A hose
with a slow leak or a drippy irrigation head can be moved to a convenient
location and allowed to seep into the ground. Some have also used hummingbird
feeders filled with water.
Poultry waterer

Make sure your water source is as close to the hive as possible. Since water isn’t
stored in the hive, the worker bees are always on the lookout for water and bring it back to the
hive to share with others. This ensures that hive stays cool and hydrated. “Water is used to
dissolve crystallized honey, to dilute honey when producing larval food, for evaporation cooling
during warm weather, and for a cool drink on a hot day.”
Bees communicate the location of resources and if the water source is too close, it might be
hard for the bees to explain where the water is located but if the water is a bit further, it’s easier
to explain where the water is located. To have the best result, place the water a short flight from
home, perhaps 100 feet, not right under the hive.
Lastly, make sure your bee waterer always has water. Since bees are creatures of habit, once
they find a reliable water source they will return again and again. If the water source goes dry,
the bees who’ve become accustomed to collecting water from your dish may have trouble
finding another source.
Shannon
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Summer Varroa Mite / Virus Management
A Critical Key to Sustainable Beekeeping
Submitted by Randy Oakley

Hopefully we are all beginning to harvest honey from our beehives. Here in Central
Texas May and June are the biggest honey producing months for our beehives. Our bees
work feverishly to lay up the majority of the honey stores which they will need to survive
through the heat of summer and cold of winter.
Unfortunately, the Varroa mite populations and viruses they vector in our beehives are
exploding exponentially during this time of
year. After we harvest the spring honey from
our beehives there is a window of opportunity
to check in with our bees to see how they are
coping with their Varroa mite population. It is
not a matter of “if” our beehives have varroa
mites; it’s only a question of exactly how many
Varroa destructor (magnified)
mites are in our hives.
We use an “alcohol wash” as a monitoring tool to assess mite populations in our
beehives. This test involves collecting ½ cup of worker bees (approximately 300) from
the broodnest, then washing the mites off the bees and extrapolating to get an estimate of
how many total mites are in the colony. There should be no more than 3 mites found in
this ½ cup sample. A higher count suggests that this beehive needs a Varroa mite
intervention. This could take the form of either a cultural control such as a planned
brood break or a chemical control with an EPA registered miticide.
There are only a handful of EPA registered miticides available to choose from. Of
these, Apivar and Apiguard are the most useful because they can be used during the heat
of summer. For many years we have used Apiguard as
our summer mite treatment of choice. It is considered
an “organic” treatment because thymol, the active
ingredient, is derived from the culinary herb - thyme.
A major nectar source for our bees in May is
Horsemint or Bee Balm. It is the thymol in this nectar
that gives it a “hot” aftertaste. Because of the high
concentration of thymol needed to kill the mites and
the potential for affecting the flavor of the honey we
harvest, Apiguard should only be used after the spring
honey is harvested.
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Apiguard comes in an aluminum
tray that is placed on the topbars of
the beehive. A spacer rim needs to be
used to get the lid elevated above the
tray so the bees can remove the white
gel composed of 25% thymol. Bees
view Apiguard as trash, and in the
process of carrying the gel out of the
hive the thymol gets communicated
around the hive and kills mites.
Apiguard should not be applied when
Apiguard Treatment Method
temperatures are above 104 degrees.
The treatment period covers 4 weeks in order to kill the mites as they emerge from the
hatching worker and drone brood. The makers of Apiguard report an average efficacy of
93%.
Give serious consideration to testing for mites, getting a mite count, and treating
accordingly. The life of you hive will well depend on it.
RO
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Bee Research Pearls
City-living bees benefit most from specific types of urban 'greening.
A study suggests native bees and wasps thrive in large green
spaces, flowering prairies
Source: Ohio State University
Summary: Converting vacant urban lots into greenspaces can
reduce blight and improve neighborhoods. In addition, new
research shows that certain types of such post-industrial
reclamation efforts offer the bonus of benefiting bees.

Phil Ainslie - Secretary

Ohio State University researchers studying ways to encourage biodiversity in
vacant urban lots found experimental plots surrounded by 15 or more connected
acres of greenspace and flowering prairies. The lots contained native plants that
created conditions most conducive to conserving native bees and predatory wasps.
"Both urban and rural farms require pollinators for efficient crop productivity
because bee visitations can enhance crop quality and quantity," said Katie Turo,
first author of the study and recent Ph.D. graduate from Ohio State's Department of
Entomology.
Optimizing bees' city-living conditions could also help offset their diversity and
survival threats. Bee populations are challenged by a range of stressors -- habitat
loss, climate change, pesticides, and invasive species -- that "are huge issues that
aren't going away anytime soon," said Turo, a postdoctoral researcher at Rutgers
University.
A standard solution to these changes has involved demolishing clusters of
abandoned buildings and homes and covering the land left behind with turf grass
that needs minimal maintenance. Cleveland, for example, has lost over 50% of its
population since the 1950s, leading to the demolition of unneeded infrastructure
and the creation of almost 4,000 acres of vacant land across 27,000 lots.
"This work has shown that some proportion of the bees and wasp community
will respond to larger patches of greenspace being reinstituted in the landscape,
even if they are not the natural habitat that was their pre-development. And I think
that's exciting," said Mary M Gardiner (professor of entomology at Ohio State and
senior author of the paper).
Ohio State University. "City-living bees benefit most from specific types of urban
'greening': Study suggests native bees, wasps thrive in large green spaces,
flowering prairies." ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 29 July 2021.
<www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/07/210729083437.htm>.
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We are Looking For a Few Good Men …
uh…People…uh…Beekeepers…uh…Leaders
Fellow beekeeper friends, I have just handed in my Nucleus and Queens
“After-Action” report to our stellar WCABA Executive Board. The 2022
Nuc and Queen delivery was a rousing success. I have also let the E-Board
know that I am a lame duck in this position. But let me honk once or twice
more before I take this last lame duck leap.
First, I am not leaving our yearly ritual and tradition of the arrival and
distribution of Nucs and Queens. The last two years have been challenging,
rewarding and a real hoot! I have picked up about 10 Mentees. I have
become one of those Three Blind Mice so eloquently described in the Olde Gary Bible - Director at Large
Nursery Rhyme of Yore. I must be doing some bee stuff right as I have completed one nuc “load,”
one package “load” and two splits that are thriving; time and winter will tell. I have fielded
questions right and left from you, plus I have seen many of your hives. But, at three-quarters of a
century in age, time is of a premium. I am learning how to orate the phrase “no.” But I still plan
to work the Nuc and Queen Room at the Bost Farm.
Next year, we will have a new Nuc and Queen Procurement
Coordinator. Who might it be? Maybe you? Consider it
please. As for me, I plan to work in the shadows at Bost Farm
on that pre-ordained day of bee deliverance. Yep, I am going
to be fetching, loading, and blessing nucs as they migrate
down the Bost Farm’s driveway to some unknown club
member’s apiary.
We ask you to consider working this position. It is an
essential position within this club. If you do, please know
there many experts around to help you. The Executive Board
members are a set of PROS. They have been down this nuc,
package and queen delivery road for a couple of decades
now. We have learned a lot on bee procurement and delivery.
Second, we need mentors! A good leader will never ask
Gary and GOOD HELP on distribution day
someone to do something he or she has never done. If you
have kept bees for, say…2 years, you are ready to help someone out there. Every beekeeping
season, WCABA adds new beekeepers as members. They need keeping info immediately. As a
mentor, I have been asked two easy questions: “Will you look at my hive and give me your
opinion?” or “Will you help me find my queen, I can’t find her?” If you can do that, please
consider adding your name to the Club Mentor List.
--
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A week ago, this fully-vaccinated-old-dude got COVID. It is still out there. Right now, I feel
OK. It has been an up and down health “adventure.” My wife Linda caught it from me. She is
still talking to me, praise the Lord. So, this is a noticeably short article stressing a few points.
1. Think of ways to serve this club, and do it
2. Contact any of the Club Officers listed on the Newsletter and ask how to serve
3. A club is only as strong as its members and leaders; there is a niche for you
Happy 2022 beekeeping and say an anti-dearth prayer when you can.
Gary Bible
Nuc & Queen Procurement Coordinator (Ret)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ CLASSIFIED --

Beekeeping job posting:
Bee Salty, a local beekeeping company, is seeking a beekeeper to help with our apiaries.
Job requirements:
o 1 +year of keeping bees
o Truck
o Flexible schedule (very part time availability that varies depending on weather)
o Able to lift over 60lbs
o Ability to follow instructions and communicate well
o Willing to work in heat, to end your day dirty, stinky, and sticky, but happy
o Willingness and understanding of natural beekeeping methods
If this sounds like you, our company may be a good fit for you!
For more info and to apply, send us an email at:
beekeeper@bee-salty.com
Please include your name, area of town you live in, brief description of your bee keeping experience and tell us
how you’d like to grow in that, plus include any questions you have for us!
James and Sarah Denman
Bee-salty.com
#lifeisbetterwithbeesyall
Instagram: beesaltyco
(512) 444-3376
Beekeeper@bee-salty.com
Bee-salty.com
James Denman
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Scholarship Bees Spotlighted at Heritage Garden
Submitted by Jimmie Oakley

The Georgetown Parks and Recreation Department held a
Grand Opening of its redesigned and refurbished park at 2100
Hutto Road in southeast Georgetown on June 16.
The event featured the unveiling of a new mural by artists
Emma Gottschalk and Josh Eller on the garden’s cistern, as
well as booths from local organizations.
Speakers included Mayor Josh Schroder, park officials, and
the WCABA Scholarship Program Chair (that’s me!). Also on
hand for the event was TBA Vice President and WCABA
member, Dodie Stillman. She graciously manned the Honey
Booth, answered questions about bees, and gave tours of the
live bee cage area.
It was announced that the city has partnered with the
Williamson County Area Beekeepers Association to continue
providing bees for garden pollination.
The Ed Wolfe–Robert Bost Memorial Scholarship Program
has utilized the Heritage Garden since the spring of 2018 to
locate scholarship recipient hives in a bee yard that provided
opportunity for group learning and hands-on experience.
Having all the hives in one place meant that a beekeeping
lesson would be presented once, but the learning experience
could be duplicated as many times as there were recipients to
go through the process. Mentor, Randy Oakley, demonstrated
the lesson to be learned (i.e. reading frames, pulling honey,
making splits) and, as each recipient performed the activity,
the lesson was reinforced for all. The model worked extremely
well, and the Heritage Community Garden location was a
major element of that success 2018, 2019 and into 2020.
On January 31, 2021, City Urban Forester, Heather Brewer
McFarling, notified the Program that the bees would have to
be moved in preparation for remodeling and updating the
garden for future use. The scholarship hives were moved back
to the Bost Farm where they survived the brutal winter snow
and ice storms. After about a year and a half we received the go-ahead to return to the Heritage
Garden and relocate the bees in a new enlarged space, completely fenced and dedicated for the use
of garden pollinators (that would be the BEES).
The renovated community garden now features 25 in-ground garden beds, 48 raised beds, and
eight ADA accessible beds, which were all open for gardeners to begin planting flowers,
vegetables, and fruits.
Other renovations included a new restroom facility, concrete sidewalks, a lighted parking lot,
and a dumpster with a designated area for green waste that will be recycled offsite.

Jimmie Oakley – Scholarship Program Chair
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More Heritage Garden Pictures

Dodie helps a woman suit up to tour the caged area

NEW Pollinator Cage area at the Heritage Community Garden

2018 Scholarship Recipients working bees in old caged area (west)

2020 Scholarship Recipient work bees in alod caged area (west)
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2019 Scholarship Recipients check bees in old caged area (east)

February 2021 Wintering the bees at the Bost Farm

Scholarship Hive Build Toward Fruition
Jimmie Oakley - Scholarship Committee Chair

The WCABA Scholarship Recipients continue to work their bees at the Heritage Community Garden as the
season progresses and the colony builds toward the full-size three story hive the program calls for at season’s
end. From the five-frame nuc they started with in April their bees have received a continuous supply of
supplemental sugar syrup to promote brood rearing and stimulate comb building. The bees have responded
well to the feeding regiment, the hives continue to grow, and with the ending of the spring honeyflow, both
Max McDonald and Naaman Gunter are looking forward to the possibility of extracting a little honey before
the summer drought and the necessary mite treatment starts. Stay tuned as we report on these important steps
in the weeks to come. See how they have progressed so far...

Naaman's hive in a double May 2
Naaman single box hive Apr. 26

Max checks his single hive Apr, 26

Max's hive has grown into a double May 2

Scott puts lid on Naaman's 3-story hive June 2
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Max is satisfied with his 3- story hive start of June

